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In the hydraulic system, sometimes the hydraulic cylinder needs to stay in any 
position or a certain position and endure a certain loading power when the hydraulic 
cylinder is used as an actuator, so the loop is often locked by hydraulic to accomplish 
this aim now. But in some particular fields of aviation and military affairs, such as 
cabin doors of the planes, subdivision bulks of submarines, etc, normal hydraulic 
locker (locked by oil) cannot fulfill their capable requirements. 
They need high accuracy in working position, no moving during long-time’s stop, 
fine security. But using the loop hydraulic locker cannot satisfy such requirement. In 
this background， we design a new type of self-locked hydraulic cylinder which can 
be up to scratch through the mechanical frame of itself in this thesis.  
The study work of this thesis is as follows： 
1. Analyed the producing and developing level in China and the advanced 
technology and developing trend overseas in detail. Then raise some solutions for the 
hydraulic cylinder which locked by itself. 
2. Study the configuration capability and hermetic characteristics of all kinds of 
hydraulic cylinders. Innovatively design the hydraulic cylinder, which is the 
self-locked hydraulic cylinder. In the condition of oil lacking or seeping, it can lock 
the piston rod by itself. The other innovation is that with the help of throttle, the 
complex buffering frame of ladder and conical shape inside of the self-locked 
hydraulic cylinder can easily solve the ubiquitous problem of impact. 
3. According to the working condition and bearing load, confirm the size of the 
hydraulic cylinder’s frame and the accuracy the airproof should reach, etc. And then 
theoretically analyse and calculate the loading, distortion and the porrect speed of the 
piston rods. Analyse the frame’s distortion in the condition of loading with ANSYS 
software. 
4. Design the entire drawing of the self-locked hydraulic cylinder. 















6. Achieve a sample of the self-locked hydraulic cylinder, and test the sample 
with the manufacturer’s appropriative testing machines. Improve and optimize its 
bugs and shortages. Make this self-locked hydraulic cylinder reach the advanced level 
in domestic concentric production. 
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